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SOFTCAT: FLUENT

Fluent is an engaging channel we created for Softcat 
to communicate IT thought leadership, insight and 
opinion. The channel is designed to help Softcat’s 
experts share their considered views on technological 
developments throughout the industry, which they 
believe will drive better business outcomes. 

Launched at the same time as Softcat’s Area SIX platform, 
Fluent was proactively conceptualised by Differentiated. 
We identified the need for a thought leadership channel 
that would go above and beyond a simple blog; something 
creative that would engage decision makers across 
businesses of all sizes; a portal for editorial-style articles 
that would elevate Softcat’s thinking. 

• Fluent showcases articles in a new and refreshing way, 
helping Softcat to engage C-suite decision makers 

• Supports early audience engagement and enables 
Softcat’s business leaders to nurture prospects 

• Broadens Softcat’s accessible market to support the 
sales pipeline 

• Delivers the collective benefits of cross-industry 
experience, creative thinking and healthy curiosity into 
the art of the possible to create enhanced commercial 
results

• Aligning the C-suite with IT, digital transformation outlook, 
and cyber security first aid 

• Predicting the workplace of tomorrow, managing teams 
remotely, and datacentre operations in a post-COVID-19 world 

• Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) and secure access 
service edge 

• Leveraging forced changes in the healthcare market

The outcome:

Fluent enables Softcat to address and 
influence any thinking around the strategic 
problems business leaders face in today’s 
disruptive technological, economic and 
commercial landscape. With a focus on driving 
innovation and deep insight, Fluent can 
also be used to invite contribution from the 
wider IT community – to help shape Softcat’s 
technology solutions and services.

The channel allows Softcat’s leaders to connect 
with a broader market than a traditional 
business blog would. Using Differentiated’s 
innovative digital documents platform to 
deliver the content, Fluent delivers focused 
knowledge, insightful points of view, and 
unique perspectives to speak the language of 
the C-level business community. 
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